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Résumé en
anglais

In order to ensure higher sustainability of winter wheat and maize production in
Europe, cropping systems featuring different levels of Integrated Pest Management
(IPM) need to be tested in the field and validated for their sustainability before being
adopted by farmers. However, the sustainability evaluation of cropping systems is
difficult to perform effectively due to the complex economic, social and environmental
dimensions of sustainability. Within the EU research project PURE, nine long-term
experiments were conducted in various European regions from 2011 to 2014,
comparing two IPM levels against the conventional system (CS) in winter wheat- and
maize-based cropping systems. IPM1 encompassed some pesticide use in semi-diverse
crop rotations while IPM2 favoured reduced- and non-chemical methods in diverse
rotations. The modified DEXiPM (DEXi Pest Management) model for arable cropping
systems was used for ex-post assessments to compare the economic, environmental
and social sustainability of these systems. The assessments showed that in six out of
nine trials the CS was overall unsustainable because of low evaluation of the
environmental sustainability that was mainly due to high pesticide use and simplified
crop rotations where the choice of crops is primarily market-driven. In contrast, six
IPM1 and five IPM2 systems could be classified as sustainable, achieving ‘medium’ or
‘high’ scores for all three sustainability dimensions. Differences in the socio-economic
conditions across countries and/or climatic and soil conditions across experimental
trials highlighted that IPM is based on general principles that must be adapted to
address specific local conditions. Overall, IPM systems included more diverse crop
rotations and practices compared to the CS, promoting IPM-based strategies with less
pesticide use but also a reduced reliance on pesticides that could partially compensate
for any yield reductions by the savings on pesticide and application costs. It is
recommended that the results of the study should be disseminated to policy-makers,
advisors and farmers and that their implementation should be considered on a regional
level. Regional policies to encourage the adoption of more sustainable systems based
on IPM principles, as well as better support by more closely involving the regional
advisory services for the general implementation of IPM is further recommended. Ex-
post analysis with DEXiPM also identified the constraints of the IPM1 and IPM2
systems evaluated as not sustainable. These were related to i) environmental issues for
those IPM1 systems that still relied mainly on pesticide use and had less diverse crop
rotations, and ii) economic issues for IPM2 systems, mainly due to the choice of less
profitable crops in the rotation, as well as to yield penalties caused by the very low
pesticide use or replacing pesticides with less effective non-chemical methods. The
identification of these constraints is a valuable input to the local and regional
discussion on how to adopt IPM and develop more sustainable cropping systems.
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